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Elden Ring is an action RPG where players can freely form parties and battle with fellow adventurers. With a vast world full of exciting dungeons to explore and a story brimming with
incidents, players can shape the lands between by deciding the future of the Elden. PLAYSTYLE: • Warriors - Battle with a large group of monsters together. • Rogues - Sneak about using
their intelligence to catch monsters off-guard. • Mages - Cast magic to acquire status buffs and use their status to fight. • Bowmen - Fire arrows at enemies one by one. • Rogues - Sneak
about using their intelligence to catch monsters off-guard. • Warriors - Battle with a large group of monsters together. • Rogues - Sneak about using their intelligence to catch monsters off-
guard. • Mages - Cast magic to acquire status buffs and use their status to fight. • Bowmen - Fire arrows at enemies one by one. • Warriors - Battle with a large group of monsters together.
• Rogues - Sneak about using their intelligence to catch monsters off-guard. • Mages - Cast magic to acquire status buffs and use their status to fight. • Bowmen - Fire arrows at enemies
one by one. HOW TO: Find various conditions to progress through the game. Trial of Valor. In order to protect the lands between, players compete in Trial of Valor to recruit the strongest
warriors from other races. The recruitment requires a specific number of creatures or monster statues. Open the Ironite Portal. An elemental blast created by the ironite mounts in the lands
between. Players can use the portal to travel to other areas. Pray to the Gods. Players can pray to the Gods, which are beings that exist in the lands between, using elements found in
dungeons. Pray to the Gods to acquire the blessings of holy power. Possess an Old Weapon. If a monster equipped with a rare weapon becomes weak, players can possess the weapon to
make the monster stronger. Enhance Monster Bites. By hitting the "Pleasant Yield," the monsters will be strengthened and more likely to be able to attack you. Buy Equipment. In dungeons,
players will often find gear with a certain stat that can increase their abilities. Become an Ironite Mounts Master. To increase the number of creature tokens and improve the conditions in
the lands between, players can complete the

Features Key:
Great RPGs that Emphasize Flexibility and Gameplay
Fantastic Fantasy Game that Knows What You’re Up To
Perfect for Those Who Love RPGs
RPGs Allowed for Everyone
RPGs That Emphasize Simultaneous Online Play
RPGs That Emphasize Skill Build Up

Elden Ring Overview:

"The Land Between" RPG. The Lands Between is a world between the World of the Present and the World of the Past where people search for the answers to their questions of life and destiny in exile.

GAME DESCRIPTION Players choose a god, and take the role of a hero of the lands between.
Travelling in the Lands Between, you answer various quests to discover your purpose and put an end to tragedy. In order to do so, you must first play the role of a god. You begin your adventure among other gods, until you gain the power to become a god of your own, and become the hero of others.
"RPGs Allowed for Everyone" means that anyone, even those who have never played an RPG before, can enjoy this game.

Share your experience with others!

Metal Gear Solid Is Also A Social Game

The Elden Ring ideal is to expand the global network of RPG players who create and experience new roles. "Multiplayer" and "Asynchronous Online Play" are interrelated elements that have strengthened in the years following the release of the first Metal Gear Solid.

The player can play RPGs within the Public Game Area by connecting an account. At the same time, players can play RPGs that are only available to those with special accounts.

The Global Network created by the Elden Ring includes many players who enjoy creating their own roles. Not only within the world of games, but also within the real world, the Elden Ring is focused on creating the "global entertainment network of players who unite."
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- It's been a long wait for the English translation of Elden Ring, but the wait was well worth it! I really enjoy the action RPG with a strong fantasy theme and the potential of multiple endings. The
game is full of just as much heart as it is game play and it's a must have for all fans of fantasy games! - No experience in the medium matters to play this game; with its traditional RPG,
Japanese made game called addictive, you will easily fall in love. - The way it handles the story is not only immersive but also keeps the pace of the game moving at a good pace. The story gives
you an overwhelming feeling like you are on a roller coaster and you have to keep up with the story line. The story of Elden Ring is very interesting and the game handles it very well. - It's an
action RPG, so you'd better play action games a lot. But you can also easily shoot your enemies with the bow weapon. The difficulty is easy-to-medium in terms of gameplay. - There is also a
Story Mode where the story progresses in a linear way. - The story is interesting, and the language is good. It will appeal to the younger generation. - The general setting is very fresh and
distinct from other fantasy games I've played before. The graphics are beautiful as always and there is a wide variety of environments. - The multiplayer is a bit hard to access but it's pretty
standard for an online RPG. - The voice acting is really good, with convincing audio and fitting to the voice acting. It is also very vocal in the English edition. - The item crafting is really
interesting, and the way of using items is unique. The battle music is also really interesting as the sound volume constantly increases with the intensity of combat. - There are some UI issues,
which include the menu not being able to save, the camera automatically change, and the item can not be searched. - I'm glad I bought the remastered version of the game. I didn't play it long
back when it was released. I also didn't know the remaster version has the English voice, so thanks for that. - I am also really happy that this game has English subtitles now. - I am currently
using the Steam version, but I prefer to use the Sony's official site rather than relying on a platform. I want to make sure I always have bff6bb2d33
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◆7 classes and more than 60 skills ◆7 classes with comprehensive skills and weapons with a variety of uses ◆15 types of abilities ◆42 actions ◆5 way of leveling up ◆Battle with huge monsters
An impressive boss battle awaits you and this time, you’ll have much more free space to develop your skills and skills. In addition to human formation, you can command up to 3 generals and up
to 2 knights. You can recruit Einheit, a big and strong general or Crunkit, a fast and flexible general. You can also command an Elf, a Devil, and a Dragon. ◆Online Battle-Playing Game Open
world online battle : An online battle. ◆Read Now for more advanced games/open world online battle! -The world between the worlds will be connected to this game. -You can communicate with
other players to travel together. ◆Ground mount: Online battle with this Attach mode: (But, you don’t need this in online battle) ◆Basic game? Fantasy action RPG with this novel-like game
system: (You can directly command your character in battle.) ◆RPG Fantasy Action Game ◆Online RPG Fantasy Action ◆Multilayer Free From the Start ◆Seamless Transition From Traditional
RPG ◆Scenario-based RPG Fantasy Action ◆Become an Elite through Exploration ◆Open world RPG Fantasy Action ◆Active RPG Fantasy Action (Character details) ◆A World Full of Evolution ◆5
types of classes: ○Knight: a melee combat specialist ○Einheit: an attack specialist ○Crunkit: a melee combat specialist ○Elf: an attack specialist ○Dragon: a magician ○Reign over the World As
you explore the world, you’ll encounter various situations and quest. Choose your class and weapon, and you’ll have the right skills and strength to overcome the enemy. ○Terrain and Combat
variety ○Various monsters and bosses ○Explore the vast world and secure your treasure ○Collect Experience to Level Up ○Create your own character ○Race against your comrades
○Customize your appearance ○Upgrade your weapons ○Equip skills and magic ○Create the

What's new:

More information will be available once the game is released.

In-game information and sales contents*
*September 13, 2019-October 19, 2019, only in Version 2.0 (final release)

Price(RRP, including tax)

8,200,000 (-0.6%) 13,214,000 (-7.6%) 

Price(IT, including tax)

17,710,000 (-6.1%) 26,321,000 (-9.8%) 

Price(JPN, including tax)

12,158,000 (-10.7%) 20,039,000 (-18.8%) 

Total retail sales

75,236,000 9,129,000 (-13.1%)

※We will confirm the actual data during the lifetime of the campaign. Please understand the contents as per information. 

NOTE: Prices and content are subject to change

Recent news and information related to the game

09/13/2019

The latest pre-registration flyer was uploaded.

09/12/2019

The latest pre-registration flyer was uploaded.

09/11/2019
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